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APPENDIX 5 

 

DISCARD INSTRUCTIONS  

Revised August 2014  

 

 

Background Information: 

 

Louisiana Federal Depository Libraries are now required to use the Association of 

Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL) Disposition Database (ADD) for offering 

items no longer wanted/needed after the five-year period that they are obligated to keep 

materials received from the Federal Depository Library Program. 

 

The philosophy behind the process remains the same: Selectives must keep items for five 

years after receiving them through the program.* There are two notable exceptions.  The 

first main exception occurs when a Selective replaces a tangible title with an electronic 

version. Selective depository libraries are permitted to replace tangible versions of 

depository material with online equivalents provided the publication has been held for at 

least one year, the regional depository has approved the disposal of the tangibles, and the 

online version is: 

        Official. 

        Complete. 

        Free of charge to the user. 

 

NOTE: No library is required to substitute online versions for tangible materials. 

 

*‘Five-year rule’: a minimum retention period of five years from date of receipt, processing, or 

shipping list date.    From: Legal Requirements & Program Regulations of the Federal Depository 

Library Program, p. 6. 

 

The other exception occurs when materials are superseded—either by newer 

editions/versions or by the process of replacing loose materials with bound materials 

having the same exact information.  In the event of the former situation, please continue 

offering your superseded editions/versions—use the category for Superseded” items in 

the template for importing (the only current exceptions for listing in that category of 

superseded items are these two titles:  The Federal Register and the Code of Federal 

Regulations [CFR]; please do not offer these out). 

 

In the event of the latter situation, do not ever offer items that are simply being replaced 

by a bound version of the same exact material.  E.G., never offer copies of “slip” 

publications that are later sent in permanent volumes.  

 

All Louisiana Federal Depository Libraries need to be registered with the ADD: for 

instructions on how to do this and how to proceed with offering or requesting materials 

offered by other depository libraries, see: 

http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/content.php?pid=169679&sid=1429057 

 

http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/content.php?pid=169679&sid=1429057
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Procedure: 

Create a list or lists of materials to be discarded.  The instructions following will 

walk you through the process of creating a CSV file that can be uploaded to the 

ASERL Disposition Database (ADD).  There are two methods suitable for lists 

longer than 5 items.  For shorter lists, titles can be added one-by-one.  

Method 1. While logged into the ADD, you can create and import your list 

at the same time.  Here is the specific URL: 

http://apps.uflib.ufl.edu/GovDocs/importItem.aspx 

When you are on the page linked above, you will see the following instructions: 

To import a list of item records to the Government Documents Disposition list, 

please follow these steps:  

1. Download the ImportTemplate.csv file by clicking the image located at the 

end of Step 1 (When you are in the database, you will see the icon). 

2. Add the items that are to be offered to the template file. 

3. Click the Browse button to select the file to import and then click the Import 

File button. 

 

File format and data field requirements are listed below.  

 Required File Format: Comma-separated values (CSV) file 

 

 Required Header Fields and Field Order (note that these fields are 

required to be in the list but are not required to have values in them.  

The only required values are 1, 2, 3, 9 (corresponding to A-C, I on a 

standard Excel spreadsheet form). 

 

1. SuDoc Number 

2. Title 

3. Item Format 

4. Item Condition 

5. Item Superseded 

6. Comment 

7. Pub. Start Month 

8. Pub. Start Day 

9. Pub. Start Year 

10. Pub. Start Season 

11. Pub. End Month 

12. Pub. End Day 

13. Pub. End Year 

14. Pub. End Season 

 

http://apps.uflib.ufl.edu/GovDocs/importItem.aspx
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 Data Fields and Field Order 

 

Field # Data Field Data Type 
Default 

Value 

1 SuDoc Number*   Text field; Max length 100 characters 
 

2 Title*   Text field; Max length 1000 characters 
 

3 Item Format* Text field;  

Accepted Values: 'CD', 'Paper', 'Video', 

'Map', 'Microfiche', or 'Other'. 

Paper 

4 Item Condition Text field;  

Accepted Values: 'Good', 'Fair', or 'Poor'. 

Good 

5 Item Superseded Text field;  

Accepted Values: 'Y' or 'Yes' for 

Superseded; 'N', 'No', or empty value for 

Not Superseded. 

No 

6 Comment Text field; Max length 1000 characters 
 

7 Pub. Start Month Numeric field; Max length 2 digits 
 

8 Pub. Start Day Numeric field; Max length 2 digits 
 

9 Pub. Start Year*   Numeric field; Max length 4 digits 
 

10 Pub. Start Season Text field; Max length 10 characters 
 

11 Pub. End Month Numeric field; Max length 2 digits 
 

12 Pub. End Day Numeric field; Max length 2 digits 
 

13 Pub. End Year Numeric field; Max length 4 digits 
 

14 Pub. End Season Text field; Max length 10 characters 
 

 
*  indicates a required field 

 

Method 2.  Using Excel, create a spreadsheet according to the following 

template (note: this example shows only the required fields): 
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 After you have listed all of the items you wish to offer, do a “Save As”—Select a 

location—and then select CSV as your “type”—see below: 

 

After the CSV file is created and saved, it can be accessed later when you are logged into 

the ADD and are ready to upload the file. 

Timelines 

Here is the hierarchy that is built into the software.  Each library category has a specific 

entry date and resulting number of days in order to request items you have offered:  

SuDoc Number Title Item Format Item Condition Item SupersededPub. Start Month Pub. Start Day Pub. Start Year

***** ****** ***** **** *****

C 3.24/3: MC 77-A-1 Alabama 1977 Census of Manfucatures Paper Good No 1980
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The ability to view, select, and match items in the ASERL Documents Disposition 

Database is tiered based on an agreed-upon level of need.  Starting with the 

highest need, this is: 

 FDLP Regional Depository (or Depositories) in the same state or service area as 

the listed Offer (Primary Regional) 

 FDLP Selective Depositories in the same state or service area as the listed 

Offer (Primary Selective) 

 ASERL Center of Excellence which has explicitly defined that the Offer is within 

its CoE scope (CoE) 

 Other FDLP Regional Depositories in the Southeast (Other Regional) 

 Other FDLP Selective Depositories in the Southeast (Other Selective) 

A Primary Regional will have access to offers in their state or service area less 

than 24 hours after the offer is added to the system and will have five days of 

exclusive access to the Offer.  A Primary Selective will have access to Offers in 

their state or service area beginning on day six. 

A Center of Excellence (CoE) will have access to Offers falling within their CoE 

scope beginning on day 11.  A CoE will define its scope by entering its Needs list 

and marking which needs fall within the agreed-upon CoE boundaries.  Needs list 

matching for Offers outside of the depository's CoE scope will follow the other 

rules for availability listed here. 

Other Regional Depositories will see Offers beginning on day 26.  Other Selective 

Depositories will see Offers beginning on day 31.  

Any offers which have not been selected after 45 days will be expired from the 

system. 

Here’s that information in tabular form: 

Type of Depository Beginning Date of 

Access 

Ending Date of 

Access 

Primary Regional 1 45 

Primary Selective 6 45 

Center of Excellence 

(other than Primary 

Regional/Selective) 

11 45 

Other Regional 26 45 

Other Selective 31 45 

Note that all depository library types have the same ending date, so a library may 

change its mind about requesting something (assuming it is still available) up until 

the final day.  After that final day, all items not requested by other depositories 

may be offered free of charge to non-depository libraries or to the general public.  

http://www.aserl.org/programs/gov-doc/program-overview/
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In the case of large sets or historical titles, these may be offered out on the 

National Needs and Offers List.  After all other options have been exhausted, any 

leftover documents may be simply discarded.  Under no circumstances, however, 

are offering depositories allowed to sell any FDLP materials.  

Now, let’s take a look at this same information—but with a more local 

perspective: 

Within 24 hours of posting your list, both Regionals (LSU and LaTech) have access to 

that list; and we are the only libraries that can request things from that list for 5 days.  If 

we have a problem with your withdrawing something from your collection, we can 

request that you do not withdraw it at that point.  You would then delete it from the list. 

If, however, after discussing your decision to discard, we agree that you can discard it, it 

will stay on your list until someone else requests it or forty-five days have passed—

whichever comes first. 

Because Selectives do not receive messages telling them that a library in their area is 

offering items—only Regionals do—Selectives who are trying to fill gaps in their 

collections would normally keep a list of Needs on the database.  However, a less formal 

way for Louisiana Selectives to fill gaps is to be notified that a list from a Louisiana 

Depository has been posted on the database.  The most effective way to do that is for 

Selectives to announce on Bayoudoc-L that they have posted lists on the ASERL 

Disposition site —but, remember, Selectives cannot claim from those lists until after the 

five days have passed; i.e., until then, Louisiana Regionals have exclusive requesting 

access to those lists.  Another simple method would be for Selectives that are wishing to 

fill gaps check for lists on the ASERL Disposal Database at regular intervals. 

Cost Factor 

Shipping charges up to $50 per shipment to a single library are usually the responsibility 

of the disposing library. Payment of shipping costs in excess of $50 per shipment to a 

single library may be negotiated. Existing intra- and inter-state delivery services should 

be used whenever possible to avoid or minimize shipping costs. The receiving library 

may be asked to provide shipping labels for multi-box shipments. 

Parting Words 

Remember—you are not required to dispose of any materials.  As GPO/FDLP goes 

forward with new options, processes, and procedures, a time may come when you will 

choose to become a partner in a digitization or other preservation program.  Try to see 

beyond the immediate and into the future as you manage your collections.  We would not 

want our local population to lose access to important historical government information.  

As we all know, it is NOT all on the Internet yet and won’t be for many years to come—

if ever. 

 


